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Abstract

To achieve transparency for teleoperation in un-
known or time varying environments, a class of in-
direct adaptive bilateral control schemes is developed
based on the Slotine and Li \composite adaptive con-
trol" schemes and the \impedance bilateral control"
architecture presented by Hannaford. The proposed
controllers need master and slave position, velocity
and acceleration measurements and require no force
sensing. Numerical simulations are worked out to
demonstrate the transparency and robustness of the
controllers to time delay.

1 Introduction
Teleoperation systems have been employed since

the pioneering work of Goertz [1] to enable an opera-
tor to manipulate dangerous, remote or delicate tasks
via a master{slave manipulator with better safety, at
lower cost, and even with better accuracy [2].

Besides stability which is the fundamental require-
ment for every control system, the concept of telep-
resence or to feel as if operating the task directly,
has been given lots of attention in the past decade
[3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. In order to achieve a high degree
of telepresence or transparency to perform tasks with
more accuracy and safety, several bilateral control ar-
chitectures have been proposed [3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10].
Lawrence [5], Yokokohji et.al. [7] and Salcudean et.al.
[11] have proposed four{channel architectures that use
force and position information from master to slave
and vice{versa. Lawrence [5] showed that such ar-
chitecture is required when linear time{invariant con-
trollers are used.

Niemeyer et.al [12] have suggested hybrid control
by employing the Slotine and Li (SL) adaptive control
scheme for the slave free motion control and sti�ness
control, emulating a virtual spring, for force control.

However, the need for stability robustness to noise,
disturbances and time delays for teleoperation con-
trollers limits performance severely, especially when
substantial motion scaling between master and slave
is involved [4, 13]. This problem is more signi�cant for
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operations on unknown environments with large vari-
ations in their impedance parameters, such as hitting
a hard object (hard contact) [10].

As a potential remedy to this problem, this paper
proposes a class of indirect adaptive bilateral control
schemes based on the SL composite adaptive control
schemes [14, 15, 16] and the impedance bilateral control
architecture proposed by Hannaford [3]. The adaptive
schemes use master and slave position, velocity and ac-
celeration measurements to estimate the environment
impedance. The estimates are utilized in the slave mo-
tion tracking controller and are also fed back to the
master controller to provide position and force track-
ing performance, respectively, i.e. to achieve trans-
parency. The ability of the proposed controllers to
achieve a high degree of transparency and to resist
time delays is demonstrated by simulation results.

Compared to the �xed transparency optimized four{
channel design in [5], this adaptive methodology does
not require force sensing. Instead, it obtains the con-
tact information through the estimate of the environ-
ment impedance. Also, compared to the controller
presented in [12], the proposed controllers in this pa-
per are designed for transparency. Since the model
of the environment is integrated with that of the slave
and the estimate of the environment impedance is used
to produce force feedback, there is no need to distin-
guish between slave position control and force control
as suggested in [12].

The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2,
the SL composite adaptive control scheme for con-
strained manipulators is formulated. Using the for-
malism from [5], the adaptive transparent impedance{
reecting teleoperation control is proposed in Section
3. Section 4 presents the simulation results and Sec-
tion 5 draws conclusions and presents plans for future
work.

2 Composite Adaptive Control Strat-
egy for Constrained Manipulators

Consider a robot pushing against an environment
with force f as shown in Figure 1. The robot and
the environment are modeled by linear time{invariant
mass{damper and mass{damper{spring systems with
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Figure 1: The system of a robot Zr in contact with an
environment Ze.

impedances Zr := mrs + br and Ze := mes + be +
ke
s
,

respectively, with me; be; ke unknown. Then,

f = mr�x+ br _x+ fe

= (mr +me)�x+ (br + be) _x+ kex (1)

= Y(�x; _x;x)a ; (2)

where fe := me�x + be _x + kex is the force exerted on
the environment, Y(�x; _x;x) := [�x _x x], a := [mt bt ke]

T ,
mt := mr +me and bt := br + be.

To control the position of the robot end-e�ector x to
track a desired trajectory xd and to identify these pa-
rameters, the SL composite adaptive control schemes
[14, 15, 16] are utilized. The adaptive control law [17]
tailored for (2) is

f = Y(�xr; _xr;x)â� kv( _x� _xr) ; (3)

where â := [m̂t b̂t k̂e]T = [m̂e+ms b̂e+ bs k̂e]T ; _xr :=
_xd � kd(x � xd); �xr = �xd � kd( _x � _xd); Y(�xr; _xr;x) :=
[�xr _xr x]; kv > 0; kd > 0, xd = xd(t) is a twice dif-

ferentiable desired trajectory and m̂e; m̂t; b̂e; b̂t and k̂e
are estimates of me;mt; be; bt and ke, respectively1.
The parameter estimation update law uses both the
�ltered tracking error er := _x� _xr, which is a measure
of tracking accuracy, and the prediction error of the
�ltered force ew := Ywâ� fw, and is given by

_̂a(t) = �P (t)[Y T
(�xr; _xr ;x)

er + Y T
w ew ] ; (4)

where P (t) is the estimator gain matrix, Yw :=
Y(�x; _x;x) � w(s); fw := f � w(s) and the operator (�)
denotes the process of passing the precedent signal,
e.g. f , through a strictly stable and proper linear
�lter with transfer function w(s). The main reason
behind using this �lter is to avoid acceleration mea-
surement, eg. if w(s) = �

s+� ; � > 0, then Yw =

[�( _x � _x � w(s)) _x � w(s) x � w(s)]. In addition, by
designing the �lter w(s) such that its cuto� frequency
lies between the system bandwidth and the noise fre-
quency, it is possible to attenuate the degrading e�ects
of the input and measurement noise on the system per-
formance. By virtue of the composite nature of the up-
date law (4) in extracting information from both the
prediction and tracking errors for parameter estima-
tion, the adaptive controller (3){(4), unlike the origi-
nal SL controller [18, 19], tends to push both er and ew

1In the literature, _xr is called the reference velocity.

to zero resulting in not only trajectory tracking, but
also good parameter convergence. Several composite
adaptive controllers emerge from (3){(4) based on the
method by which the gain matrix P (t) is computed
[14, 15, 16].

If P (t) = P0 > 0, then the controller is called Con-
stant Gain (CG) or Gradient composite adaptive con-
troller [15, 16]. Since P is constant, the CG controller
works well for systems with abrupt changes in the pay-
load, e.g. for intermittent or hard contact. For this
scheme, the trajectory error ex := xd�x and ew glob-
ally converge to zero as long as Yd := Y(�xd; _xd;xd) is
bounded. If Yd is persistently exciting (P.E.), then
asymptotic convergence of the parameter estimates to
their true values is also guaranteed [15, 16].

If P (t) is updated according to

_P (t) = �(t)P (t)� P (t)Y T
w YwP (t) (5)

�(t) = �0(1�
k P (t) k

k0
) ; (6)

where �0 > 0 is the maximum forgetting rate, k0 is
the prespeci�ed upper bound on k P (t) k and 0 <
P (0) < k0I3�3, then (3){(6) is called Bounded{Gain{
Forgetting (BGF) composite adaptive controller [15,
16]. For the update law (5){(6), it can be shown that
for all t � 0; �(t) � 0 and P (t) � k0I3�3. If Yd is
bounded, then ex and ew are globally asymptotically
convergent to zero. Also if Yd is P.E., then �(t) and
P (t) are bounded away from zero and ex and ~a := â�a
globally exponentially converge to zero [15, 16]. This
type of controller suits systems with smoothly time
varying parameters. Also, it is more robust to noise
and disturbances than the CG scheme.

To avoid parameter drift caused by disturbances
which may lead the system to instability, dead{zone
[16] or �{modi�cation [20] techniques can be applied
to the parameter adaptation law (5).

In the next section, the SL composite control strate-
gies are employed at the slave side to achieve adaptive
transparency in a teleoperation system.

3 Adaptive Transparency
In this section, the application of the SL composite

adaptive control schemes to obtain a transparent tele-
operation system is considered. In this case x := xe,
the slave position, and xd := xh, the master position
command sent from master as shown in Figure 2. As
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Figure 2: SL adaptive controller at the slave side.
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Figure 3: General block diagram of a bilaterally con-
trolled teleoperation system (after Lawrence [5]).

a result, _xr = _xh � kd(xe � xh) and the control and
adaptation laws for this system are governed by (3){
(6) with Zr being replaced by Zs := mss + bs, the
impedance of the slave manipulator. As it is clear
from Figure 2, xe; _xe; xh; _xh and �xh measurements are
needed to construct the slave controller.

So far the control of the slave, regardless of the role
of the master and the operator in the control loop
has been studied. Next, the control of the master
is addressed. Consider the general block diagram of
a teleoperation system presented in Figure 3, where
Zh := mhs + bh +

kh
s
and Zm := mms+ bm represent

the impedances of the operator and master, respec-
tively. C1; C2; C3; C4; Cm and Cs provide feedforward
and feedback signals to control the system bilaterally.
Vh; Ve are the velocities of the operator's hand and of
the slave end{e�ector and F ?

h ; Fh; Fe; F
?
e are the force

(control) generated by the operator, the force applied
by the operator to the master, the force exerted by
slave to the environment and the exogenous force gen-
erated at the environment, respectively. Since no force
measurement is provided, C2 = C3 = 0. The dynamic
equations for this system are

F ?
h = ZhVh + Fh (7)

Fh = (CmVh + C4Ve) + ZmVh (8)

Fe = F ?
e (= 0) + ZeVe (9)

Fe = C1Vh �CsVe � ZsVe : (10)

Next, C1 and Cs are found when the adaptive control
strategy is utilized at the slave side and then Cm and
C4 are designed to achieve transparency. Some abuse
of notation is used in the sequel in treating the esti-
mates m̂t; b̂t; k̂e as constants so as to be able to show

the dynamical equations in algebraic form (Laplace).
As a result of this convention, (3) becomes

F = (m̂ts+ (m̂tkd + b̂t + kv) +
kd(b̂t + kv)

s
)Vh

�((m̂tkd + kv) +
kd(b̂t + kv)� k̂e

s
)Ve : (11)

With F applied to the slave, C1 and Cs are identi�ed
as the coe�cient of Vh and �Ve, respectively, that is

C1 = m̂ts+ b̂t + Ĉ (12)

Cs = Ĉ �
k̂e

s
(13)

where Ĉ := m̂tkd + kv +
kd(b̂t+kv)

s
. C4 and Cm are

designed to achieve transparency, i.e., a match of the
transmitted impedance Zt :=

Fh
Vh

to the environment

impedance Ze [5, 6]. For the general system of Figure
3, Zt is computed according to [5]

Zt =
[(Zm + Cm)(Zs + Cs) + C1C4] + Ze(Zm + Cm + C1C2)

(Zs + Cs � C3C4) + Ze(1� C2C3)
:

(14)

By substituting for C1; C2; C3; Cs; Zm; Ze into (14),

Zt = Zm +Cm +
(m̂ts+ b̂t + Ĉ)

(mts+ bt + Ĉ) + ( ke�k̂e
s

)
C4 (15)

is obtained. If m̂t; b̂t and k̂e converge to their true
values, then eventually Zt ! Zm+Cm+C4. By choos-
ing Cm and C4 such that Cm + C4 = Ẑe � Zm, where

Ẑe := m̂es+ b̂e+
k̂e
s
and m̂e := m̂t�ms; b̂e := b̂t� bs,

in the ideal case Zt ! Ẑe ! Ze, i.e. the \certainty
equivalent" controller will be transparent. Depending
on whether Cm = Ẑe; C4 = �Zm or Cm = �Zm; C4 =
Ẑe, Type 1 or Type 2 master controllers are gener-
ated, respectively. Type 1 and 2 controllers are spe-
cial cases of the general block diagram of the closed{
loop system shown in Figure 4, where communication
time delays are also included. The Type 2 controller,
corresponding to cancellation of the master dynam-
ics and employing Ẑe in the feedback path, has the
advantage of avoiding the need to measure �xe when
the environment is only modeled as a spring. How-
ever, as the simulation results will show in the next
section, the Type 1 master controller that uses the
environment impedance estimate in the local master
controller is more robust to communication time de-
lays and realizes better transparency. This may be
explained by noticing that in Type 1, both the esti-
mation dynamic lag and the communication channel
delay add up to impose a large delay on Ve, whereas
for the other case Ve is delayed only by the communi-
cation channel and the estimation lag is modulated on
Vh, instead. The stability properties of the proposed
schemes are currently under investigation. Since the
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transparency.

stability results of the SL composite adaptive schemes
in Section 2 hinge upon the boundedness of Yd, there-
fore once Yd, which in our case depends on the hand
trajectory xd = xh, is shown to be bounded, the posi-
tion and force tracking proof follows easily.

In the next section, two sets of simulations are de-
scribed for a linear model of a teleoperation system
using both types of master controllers.

4 Numerical Simulations
Consider the system of Figure 4 with Zm = Zs =

0:7s (Ns/m), Zh = 0:5s+70+ 2000
s

(Ns/m), Ẑe(0) = 0
and f?h , the operator's hand force, as the input. As-
suming the system to be initially at rest and choosing
kd = kv = 120; P (0) = diag(0:02; 150; 30000); w(s) =
100

s+100
; �0 = 1; k0 = 40000 and f?h = 600(1�cos(�t))+

150sin(�2 t) (N), the following set of simulations were
carried out using the SimulinkTM simulation package
with the Runge{Kutta 45 integration algorithm and
step size 1� 2:5 (ms):

4.1 Continuous Contact Simulations

The robot is touching the surface of a fairly hard
object characterized byme = 1 (kg), be = 100 (Ns/m),
ke = 10000 (N/m). The force input f?h is applied at
the master side to make the slave press against the
object without losing the contact. Since there is no
loss of contact, the BGF adaptive controller is used at
the slave side.

The results of applying the BGF1 bilateral con-
troller, corresponding to utilizing the Type 1 master
controller and the BGF slave adaptive controller, are
shown in Figure 5. The estimate of the sti�ness, which
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Figure 5: Continuous contact simulations: BGF1, no
time delay. Notation: keh:=k̂e, beh:=b̂e, meh:=m̂e

and fhs:=f?h .

is the dominant part of Ze at low frequencies, reaches
80% of its �nal value in 0:4 (s). The force and posi-
tion tracking performances and, consequently, trans-
parency of the system is satisfactory.

To make a comparison, the tracking error results
derived from utilizing BGF1 and BGF2 (Type 2 at
master and BGF at slave) are shown in Figure 6. It
is clear that BGF1 shows a better force tracking tran-
sient and steady state response.

In the presence of time delay, unlike BGF2 that
leads to instability even with a 10 (ms) delay, BGF1
performs robustly for td = 100 (ms), as shown in Fig-
ure 7. Also, although with 300 (ms) time delay the
force tracking performance degrades signi�cantly, the
closed{loop system still remains stable2.

4.2 Intermittent Contact Simulations

The slave starts at xe = 0 moving towards the same
object located at xe0 = 20 (cm). About 1:5 (s) af-
ter the contact, xe < xe0 and the slave moves away
from the object until it changes its direction again
and moves towards the object. This pattern is fol-
lowed repeatedly. Similarly to the continuous con-
tact simulations, both Type 1 and 2 controllers are
employed at the master side. However, instead of
BGF, CG adaptive control has been utilized at the
slave side, leading to CG1 and CG2 bilateral master{
slave controllers. The results of using CG1 are illus-
trated in Figure 8. Note that after contact, k̂e does

2Due to lack of space, the results of the simulations with
td = 300 (ms) are not shown.
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Figure 6: Continuous contact simulations: BGF1 ({),
BGF2 ({.), no time delay.

not converge to the sti�ness of the object which is
10000 (N/m). This is because the controller tends
to make the prediction error ep := Y(�xe; _xe;xe)â � f =

(m̂e�me)�xe+(b̂e�be) _xe+(k̂e�ke)xe�f
?
e converge to

zero in steady state and in this case f?e = �kexe0 6= 0
for xe > xe0. Therefore

ep =

8<
:

m̂e�xe + b̂e _xe + k̂exe if xe � xe0 (= 0:2)

(m̂e �me)�xe + (b̂e � be) _xe + (k̂e � ke)xe

+kexe0 otherwise

and by assuming f?h to be rich enough, in steady state,

k̂e ! kav, where kav is de�ned as

kav :=

�
0 if xe � xe0 (= 0:2)
ke �

ke
xe
xe0 = 10000� 2000

xe
otherwise

and may be interpreted as the average of the environ-
ment sti�ness over the total slave displacement. Fur-
ther simulation results show that, in general, when the
environment sti�ness distribution is not homogeneous
as shown in Figure 9, k̂e ! kav where

kav :=

�
ke1 if xe � xe0

ke2 +
(ke1�ke2)

xe
xe0 otherwise :

The simulation results of using CG1 with time delays
are not satisfactory and the system goes unstable for
td > 5 (ms). Also, the simulations for CG2 results in
instability.

In practice, the slave robot may chatter on contact
with a sti� object and the estimator may not converge.
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Figure 7: Continuous contact simulations: BGF1,
with time delay, td = 100 (ms). Notation: keh:=k̂e,

beh:=b̂e, meh:=m̂e and fhs:=f?h .

As a result the operator may feel the mean value of the
contact and non{contact (free motion) environment
impedances, i.e., a �ltered environment. To solve this
problem the authors are developing structurally mod-
i�ed parameter and gain update laws with faster rate
of convergence.

5 Conclusions
To maintain stability and transparency for teleop-

eration in unknown and time varying environments,
a class of adaptive transparent impedance reecting
teleoperation control schemes has been developed.

Under simplifying assumptions and without force
sensing, the proposed adaptive control strategies, one
involving parameter estimates in the master local loop
(Type 1) and the other in the feedback path (Type 2),
provide certainty equivalent transparency. The simu-
lation results are promising and show that Type 1 per-
forms more robustly to time delays and may achieve a
better transparency than Type 2 for continuous con-
tact applications. It was also found that Type 1 per-
forms well for intermittent contact applications with-
out time delays while Type 2 goes unstable. The sta-
bility analysis of these schemes is currently under in-
vestigation.

Future work should include the implementation of
the adaptive strategies on teleoperation testbeds such
as a mini{excavator or a motion scaling system used
for microsurgery experiments. Also, the force sens-
ing information may be used to provide faster adap-
tation and to remove the need for acceleration signals
to make the controllers more practical.
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